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ABSTRACT 

This work considers two basic problems associated with a given 

dynamical system governed by a set of ordinary differential equations 

subject to control. First, given a set of points in state space, deter

mine whether there exist permissible controls that can transfer those 

points, called a capture set candidate, to a prescribed target set in a 

finite time interval. Then, if such controls exist, find a control, ex

pressed as a function only of the system's state, that accomplishes that 

task. Each problem is studied in two contexts: first in the case of the 

system subject to a single control vector and second in the case of the 

system subject to two independent control vectors that act to the frus

tration of each other's intent. Some general results are obtained for 

each case, and then an example of the two-control case, or differential 

game, is studied in detail in the context of guidance law design. 

Sufficient conditions are developed that, when satisfied every

where on the interior of some subset of the state space, ensure that 

that subset is truly a controllable set. The controllable set candidate 

is assumed to have been predetermined by independent methods. The suf

ficient conditions developed herein require the use of an auxiliary 

scalar function of the state, similar to a Lyapunov function but not the 

same. A procedure for constructing the required auxiliary state func

tion is developed. 

To ensure controllability, four sufficiency conditions must be 

satisfied. Three of these constrain the auxiliary state function. 
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Basically these three conditions require that the boundary of the con

trollable set be an envelope of the auxiliary state function and that 

that function be positive inside the controllable set, approaching zero 

value as the target set is approached. The final condition tests the 

inner product of the gradient of the auxiliary state function with the 

system state velocity vector using any permissible control. If the sign 

of that inner product can be made negative everywhere within the test 

subset, then that subset is a controllable set. The solution to the 

control synthesis problem then involves finding a control function with 

variable parameters and choosing those parameters to minimize the inner 

product discussed above. 

All these results are then extended to the two-player differen

tial game with one target set specified. One player's aim is to cause 

the system to attain the target, the other's to prevent that from occur

ring. The analog to the controllable set is called the capture set, and 

the problem is called playability. Finding a closed-loop control for 

each player is strategy synthesis, and this is the object of a large ex

ample problem. 

The example problem is known as the "game of two cars," consist

ing of two players, pursuer and evader, each having his own constant 

speed and maximum turning rate. The pursuer wishes to capture the 

evader; the evader wishes to avoid capture. The pursuer's capture set 

in the game is obtained, and then is compared to the capture set result

ing from the pursuer's employing proportional navigation against an op

timal evader. Proportional navigation is seen to have severe difficul

ties if the pursuer is moving slower than the evader. To overcome these 
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difficulties, sti'ategies for both pursuer and evader for the entire cap

ture set are developed by using the results of the first part of the 

dissertation. 

The work concludes with some remarks on applicability and limi

tations of the results obtained. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Consider the task of controlling a specified system, such as a 

guided missile, to attain a prescribed goal, such as interception of a 

target aircraft. Whether the task may be successfully accomplished is a 

question in systems and controls engineering known as controllability. 

Given that the goal may be attained, the construction of a particular 

control function to employ to that end is known as control synthesis. 

Now suppose that the target aircraft employs some control of its own to 

thwart the pursuing missile. The problem becomes a game whose players 

are the missile and aircraft, and the question of whether the missile 

can intercept the aircraft is known in game theory as a question of play-

ability. Employing measurements such as speed, range, and heading to 

produce either player's control is called strategy synthesis. This dis

sertation deals with controllability, control synthesis, playability, 

and strategy synthesis for a particular class of systems. 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

Of specific concern here is a dynamical system whose state is 

governed by a system of ordinary differential equations subject to con

trol. The controllability and control synthesis problems concern sys

tems subject to a single control vector, whereas the playability and 

strategy synthesis problems of the game concern systems subject to two 

independent control vectors. 

1 
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Given a target set in the state space, the controllability ques

tion is to determine the set of points in the state space, called the 

controllable set, from which the system may be transferred to the target 

set in a finite time interval. For a linear system, there are well known 

necessary and sufficient conditions for the entire state space to be con

trollable, so complete controllability of a linear system may be readily 

established. However, that is not generally the case for nonlinear 

systems. Specifically considered in this dissertation is the case in 

which the controllable set is not all of the state space. Sufficient 

conditions are sought that, when satisfied everywhere on the interior of 

some subset of the state space, ensure that the subset is truly a con

trollable set. Then, after a controllable set is defined, the problem 

is to determine a closed-loop control that is a function only of the 

state of the system (and not time explicitly) and that ensures that all 

points on the interior of the controllable set are indeed transferred to 

the target set within a finite time interval. 

The playability problem as considered here concerns two control 

vectors and a single target set. The presence of two independent control 

vectors in the system differential equations makes the problem a differ

ential game. The question of whether or not one control may be chosen so 

that the system attains the target set in finite time regardless of con

trary efforts of the other control makes the problem a qualitative dif

ferential game. That is, the only question is whether or not the target 

set may be attained within a finite time interval, and no quantitative 

measurement, such as elapsed time or fuel expended, is considered. A 

set of points in the state space from which one control may force the 
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system to attain the target set in finite time is called a capture set. 

The playability problem is to establish a capture set. The strategy syn

thesis problem is to find a closed-loop control sufficient to accomplish 

the capture, regardless of the action of the opposing player's control. 

1.2 Related Previous Work 

For linear systems of the form 

x = Ax + Bu, 

where the state x £ En and the control k£ Em are unconstrained and where 

A and B are constant n*n and matrices respectively, Kalman, Ho, and 

Narendra (1962, pp. 189-213) show that that system is controllable to any 

point in the state space from any other point in the state space if and 

only if the n*-ran matrix 

IB, AB, A2B, •••, An~1Bl 

is of rank n. This is one of the early controllability results and is 

restricted to linear systems. 

Gershwin and Jacobson (1970) developed sufficiency conditions 

for complete controllability for some classes of nonlinear systems. 

Their approach was to employ an auxiliary function of the state very 

similar to a Lyapunov function (Lyapunov, 1967) and to test the time 

derivative of this function to determine controllability. However, their 

definition of controllability required a preassigned time to attain the 

target, their target was a single point, and the test is for controlla

bility throughout the state space. Specifically neglected is a bounded 
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controllable set, as is of direct concern in this dissertation. Never

theless, the Lyapunov type of approach is attractive because it does not 

require that system trajectories be generated to determine controllability. 

Another approach to controllability, one that is applicable to 

nonlinear systems with bounded controllable sets, is to test whether an 

optimal control exists for transferring each point in the candidate con

trollable set to the target set. Leitmann (1968) offers such a suffi

ciency test, but his test requires definition of a cost function in 

addition to determination of an auxiliary state function satisfying cer

tain requirements. No method is given for obtaining such an auxiliary 

state function. In addition, solution of the optimal control problem is 

required to obtain the extremal controls for the sufficiency test. In 

this dissertation, sufficiency conditions for controllability are sought 

that do not require the solution of an optimal control problem and in 

fact that do not require that any system trajectories of any type be 

generated inside the controllable set once its boundaries are determined. 

The boundaries of the candidate controllable set may be found by apply

ing Grantham's (1973) necessary conditions and determining system tra

jectories that lie in the boundary of the controllable set. After a 

number of such trajectories have been generated, the boundary may be as

certained. However, Grantham's conditions are local in nature, and a 

further test is needed on the interior of a set so determined to show 

whether it is indeed a controllable set. 

Control synthesis may be effected by a number of methods. Linear 

state-variable feedback methods (Schultz and Melsa, 1967) are commonly 

employed if the linearity assumption on the system is justified. An 
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optimal feedback control law may be found directly for linear systems if 

the cost function is an integral of a quadratic function of the state 

and the control vector is unconstrained (Schultz and Melsa, 1967, p. 

265). Several methods are available for suboptimal matching of optimal 

trajectories or optimal controls (Longmuir and Bohn, 1967; Graham and 

Strauss, 1970; Eisenberg and Sage, 1966; Luh, 1970); all of these meth

ods, however, require previous solution of an optimal control problem. 

Durbeck (1965) combines generation of an approximation to the 

minimum performance functional with the control synthesis problem. His 

method involves evaluating a cost function along system trajectories; 

the results are a Lyapunov-type function for stability tests and a 

near-optimal control law determining a stable system. This method is 

attractive if the problem under consideration contains a meaningful cost 

function although controllability boundaries are not explicitly treated. 

For the playability problem in two-person games there are many 

results paralleling those discussed above for controllability. Stalford 

and Leitmann (1971) present sufficient conditions for optimality of 

two-person zero-sum games, so their results require definition of a cost 

function and solution of the optimization problem in order to be applied. 

A Lyapunov type of approach to establishing the ability of a 

game player to ensure ultimate boundedness of all possible game paths 

within a given target set, whatever his opponent might do, is advanced 

by Skowronskii (1972, 1973). Necessary and sufficient conditions for 

this type of playability are formulated by Stonier (1973, 1974). Simply 

put, their Lyapunov-type functions are of the nested, positive-definite 

construction of the classical Lyapunov theory, and strategies that 
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satisfy Stonier's playability conditions yield an asymptotically stable 

system. The fact that many game solutions need neither be stable nor en

sure ultimate boundedness (the system state remains within the target set 

for all time after first entering it) leads this dissertation to investi

gation of a kind of state function different from the Lyapunov function. 

The problem of determining the game barriers, and thus a candi

date capture set, may be attacked by application of a minimax principle 

(Blaquiere, Gerard, and Leitmann, 1969, p. 131), which defines barrier 

control sequences. Trajectories resulting from barrier controls are 

used to determine the barriers, in a manner similar to finding the can

didate controllable set boundaries discussed earlier. 

1.3 Approach 

Chapter 2 develops the crucial concept of controllability and 

its relationship to stability. This relationship is then exploited by 

developing a Controllability Sufficiency Theorem, which states condi

tions sufficient to ensure that there exists an admissible control that 

transfers the system's state from a point in the controllable set to the 

target set within a finite time interval. Finally, these concepts are 

extended to the two-person game and a Playability Sufficiency Theorem is 

stated and proved. 

The two sufficiency theorems developed in Chapter 2 require an 

auxiliary scalar function of the state for implementation. This func

tion must meet certain requirements on the controllable set or capture 

set boundary, as well as at the target surface and on the interior of 

the controllable set or capture set. Chapter 3 presents an approximate 
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method for constructing such a function. Then a geometric approach to 

the control synthesis and strategy synthesis problems is presented. 

Chapter 4 presents an example of application of the results of 

Chapters 2 and 3 to a pursuit-evasion differential game. First, a well 

known game, the "game of two cars," is chosen for the system model. 

Then the capture set boundaries of the game are compared to the capture 

set resulting from the pursuer's employment of a popular guidance law, 

proportional navigation. The proportional navigation law is found to be 

deficient in some cases, and a strategy for the pursuer is then devel

oped that overcomes this deficiency and ensures capture throughout the 

game capture set. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the results of the research and presents 

conclusions developed therefrom. 



CHAPTER 2 

SUFFICIENCY THEOREMS FOR CONTROLLABILITY AND PLAYABILITY 

This chapter develops the concept of controllability and its re

lationship to stability and then exploits that relationship by develop

ing theorems stating sufficient conditions for a control to transfer a 

system's state f rom points not in a target set to points on that target 

set. The particular case of interest is that in which the region of 

controllability is a bounded subset of the state space. Controllability 

(dealing with a single control) is presented first, and those results 

are extended to the two-control differential game and its corresponding 

problem of playability. 

2.1 The Dynmnical System 

The dynamical system considered in this work is governed by 

state equations of the form 

x = f(x,u), 

where x = (x1,x2,···rxn)T EX~ En is the state of the system and 

(2-1) 

u = (u1,u2,···,um)TE U~ Em is the control, which is constrained to lie 

in a given subset (possibly all) of Euclidian m-space called the control 

constraint set U. Differentiation with respect to time is denoted by 

(

0

) and the transpose of a matrix A is denoted by AT. The function 

f(x,u) = (f1(x,u),· ··,fn(x,u))T is assumed to be continuous with at 

8 
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l east piecewise continuous first partial derivatives on Xx U, where X is 

an open subset (or all) of En . 

After specifying the control u as a function of x EX, the state 

equations (2-1) become ordinary differential equations. The class of 

admissible cont rols is restricted to functions u(·) :X-+ U such that u(•) 

is defined and piecewise continuous for all x EX. 

It is assumed that for a given u(•) there exists a unique vector 

function ¢(t;xo), differentiable int, such that for any fixed xo 

(i) ¢(to;xo) = xo and 

(ii) d¢(t;xo)/dt = f(¢(t;xo),u) 

throughout the interva l t E [t0 ,tf]. The function¢ is called a solution 

or traj ectory of the system (2-1), with specified u, going through state 

x 0 , observed at time t. It is further assumed that f is such that 

(iii) · ¢ is continuous in both x and t and 

(iv) ¢ is defined for all xo and t. 

These assumptions are necessary for the proof of the controlla

bility sufficiency theorem of Section 2.4. They are the same as the as

sumptions employed by Grantham (1973) in his necessary conditions for 

finding the boundaries of controllable sets. 

2.2 The Cont rollable Set 

The basic problem in controllability is: given that the system 

(2-1) is at some point xo EX at time to, does there exist a time tf > to 

and an admissible control u(·) :X -+ U for which ¢(tf;xo) E e, the given 
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target set? The class of target sets considered is defined by 0 = 

{#: 0(x) < 0), assumed smooth such that 70 is everywhere defined and 

nonzero. The available part of 0 is denoted by j4(0) = {a:: 0(a?) = 0 and 

there is a control uGU for which VQ^f(x,u) < 0}. 

A controllable set C is defined as a set of points x q  for which 

there exists a finite time > to, an admissible control «(•): X-+U, 

and a corresponding solution <|> to the state equations (2-1), such that 

<t>(tpx0) G 0. (2-2) 

It is assumed that the controllable set is not all of En, and 

the boundary of the controllable set is denoted by 9C. It is further 

assumed that the controllable set is the closure of an open subset (but 

not all) of E with its interior C and boundary 3C expressible m the 

form 
C = {x: g{x) < 0} (2-3) 

BC = {a:: g{x) - 0} (2-4) 

where g(m): X + E1 is c1 with nonzero gradient, represented by the (col

umn) matrix 

• • • • H i t Y  *  0 t2-5' 

for all x in a neighborhood of 9C. From Flemming (1965, p. 122), 9C is 

an n-1 dimensional smooth manifold with a continuously varying "outward" 

normal Vg(x) at every point x E 9C. 

It is also assumed that the boundary of the controllable 

set 9C is an envelope of surfaces that in addition have other properties 

in &. Consider the function G('): continuous on X x E1 and 



continuously differentiable on El. In general, if there is a set of 

points in En to which the surfaces of a V-parameter family G{x,V) = 0 

are tangent and if the point of tangency describes a surface as V varies, 

that set of points is called the envelope of the family G[x,V) = 0. It 

can be shown (Wilson, 1911, Sec. 67) that, if the family of surfaces 

G{x,V) = 0 has an envelope, that envelope may be found from solving 

simultaneously and eliminating V. From these two relationships it is 

seen that the envelope may be considered as the limit of points at which 

neighboring V surfaces intersect. Care must be used in applying the 

above rule for finding an envelope. In general, the locus of singular 

points of Eq. (2-6) is not tangent to the surfaces of the family 

G(x,V) = 0. Also, the process of eliminating V between Eqs. (2-6) and 

(2-7) may either lose the envelope or introduce extraneous solutions that 

are not envelopes. The important point here of the definition of 8C as 

an envelope of G(x,V) surfaces is that the gradient of the boundary of 

the controllable set Vg (if it exists) is parallel to the normal to a 

G(x,V) = 0 surface everywhere along dC. This property of an envelope, 

illustrated in Fig. 2.1, is employed in the proof of the controllability 

sufficiency theorem, Section 2.4, 

G(x,V) = 0 (2-6) 

ZG(x,V)/dV = 0 (2-7) 
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Envelope 

Normal to 
\G(:c,y) =0 surface Surface of 

G(x,V = const) = 0 

Envelope 

Normal to G{x,V) =0 
surface on envelope 

Fig. 2.1. Some Properties of an Envelope. 

2.3 Relationship of Controllability to Stability 

To make precise the concept of controllability as considered in 

this paper, it is useful to relate it to some concepts of stability. In 

particular, the "Second Method" of Lyapunov (1967) is used as a basis 

for developing a controllability sufficiency theorem. The attractive 

feature of the Second Method is that asymptotic stability may be estab

lished without explicit determination and study of the system solutions. 

It could be expected that a similar approach to establishing controlla

bility may avoid the necessity of examining trajectories in the state 

space and therefore avoid the necessity of generating an a priori con

trol law, which can at best yield a controllable set with respect to 

only that particular control law. This work seeks to establish the con

trollable set independently of any particular control law. 
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To develop the differences between stability and controllability, 

the Lyapunov asymptotic stability will first be discussed. Consider the 

autonomous system 

x = /(»• (2-8) 

If there exists a real scalar function Vjj(x), continuous with continuous 

first partials such that 

(i) VL(0) = 0 

(ii) VL(x) > 0, x ? 0 

(iii) dVjjix^/dt < 0 for x £ 0, 

then the system (2-8) is asymptotically stable in the neighborhood of 

x = 0. Conditions (i) and (ii) ensure that V^ix) is positive definite 

and therefore (La Salle, 1960) represents a closed surface at least in 

the neighborhood of the origin. These surfaces are nested, the surface 

of higher values of Vjr enclosing surfaces of lower values of Vjr. Condi

tion (iii) requires that along any system trajectory the value of V£ is 

decreasing, and therefore as time increases the trajectory approaches 

the origin without ever leaving the state space volume enclosed by any 

Vfr surface corresponding to an earlier time. For a second-order system 

the concept of asymptotic stability has a geometric interpretation, il

lustrated in Fig. 2.2. The system's state starts at the state Xq, and 

its trajectory proceeds always in the direction of decreasing V^. In 

this case the stable point is the origin, a single point, although the 

asymptotic stability concept has been generalized to hold for sets of 

more than one point. 
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7(a) = const = Vii 

Fig. 2.2. The Concept of Asymptotic Stability. 

Two properties of asymptotic stability are incompatible with the 

controllability definition of Section 2.2. First, the paths near an 

asymptotically stable set may never reach that set in finite time, 

whereas the controllability definition requires attainment of the target 

within a finite time interval. Second, any path entering an asymptoti

cally stable set must remain within that set. Controllability makes no 

such requirement, and indeed the paths often penetrate the target set. 

These differences are illustrated for a second-order system in Fig. 2.3. 
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(a) Asymptotic stability 

(b) Controllability 

Fig. 2.3. Controllability versus Stability. 
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Gershwin and Jacobson (1970) considered controllability to a 

point target and recognized the latter distinction by introducing the 

notion of complete controllability at a preassigned terminal time. They 

then obtained sufficient conditions for complete (global) controllabil

ity with respect to that terminal time. A less restrictive sufficiency 

result is sought here, which does not contain this reference to the pre

assigned terminal time and is not restricted to completely controllable 

systems. 

Roxin (1966) systematized a notion called finite stability. Fi

nite stability may be considered a strengthening of asymptotic stability 

in the sense that all the system paths must reach the target set in a fi

nite time. This constitutes satisfaction of part of the controllability 

requirement. However, Roxin's development in terms of Lyapunov functions 

requires the system paths to remain within the target set once it is at

tained, a requirement too strong for the systems of interest here. 

It becomes clear that the sufficiency theorem sought here must 

enforce the stronger controllability requirement of attaining the tar

get set in a finite time, while also bypassing the stronger stability 

notion of remaining within the target set for all time after first at

taining it. 

2.4 A Controllability Sufficiency Theorem 

The ideas of the preceding discussion of controllability versus 

stability are now applied to the dynamical system of Section 2.1 in or

der to state conditions sufficient to ensure that a point xq lies within 

the controllable set defined in Section 2.2. 
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Theorem 2.1: Controllability Sufficiency Theorem 

The set & is controllable to the target 0 if there exists a 

scalar function 7(a;) of class c1 on & such that, for all x G &, 

« = 0 

(ii) 7(o0 >0, x £ 0 

(iii)  there exists a u El U for which VF-^0c)/'0c,u) < 0 

and in addition the controllable set boundary 8C is an envelope of 

V(.x) = constant > 0 surfaces. 

Proof. The proof consists of three parts, all of which consider 

an arbitrary system trajectory that originates within the inte

rior of the controllable set and for which the conditions of the theorem 

hold. The first part of the proof shows that such a trajectory cannot 

leave the interior of the controllable set. The second part shows that 

there exists a finite time interval after which the trajectory remains 

"closer" (in some sense) to the target set than where it originated. 

Finally, it is shown that the trajectory does attain the target set in a 

finite time interval. 

1. This portion of the proof shows by contradiction that any 

trajectory originating within d and satisfying the conditions of the 

theorem cannot attain the boundary dC. Suppose a trajectory originating 

in 2" at a?o attains a point E 9C. Consider a previous point x_ F 2" 

along that trajectory in the neighborhood of xfo so that 

(kt_;^o) = x_ (2-9) 

= xb> t- < (2-10) 
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Assume that (iii) holds for t = t_: (.x_')f(x_,u) < 0. Define a unit 

normal vector n(x) such that n is everywhere perpendicular to surfaces 

of constant V. In particular, inside the controllable set 

• -jwir 

and on the boundary of the controllable set 

= r^—r • c2_12) 

i v£(ao | 

From its definition, n(.x~) is nonzero and continuous on the closure of C. 

Now consider the rth components of f and Vgx 

n f . lim (xb ~ x-)y 
fr(xb,u) - tb_t_ + 0 tb-t_ 

„ , , lim 9&b) ~ g&b" ^ • C2-1S) 

n 
Since {x)f{x,u) = £ ^gi,{ps)f^{x,u), consider the term i = r at x 

£= l 

lim (afr-g-)r 1|~ lim ffOfc) - 9(aft- (xb~x-)v)"I 

iim lim g(xb) - g(xb~ Ofc-aQy 

(xfo-x_)r-±0 tfo- t_ 

(2-14) 

But by definition and construction, g(x-^) = 0, gix-fo- («?£-#_) r) < 0, and 

m 
tfr- > 0. Therefore each term of Vg f is positive at x = xj^ and thus 
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vgT(xb)f(xb>u) > °> (2-15) 

which, by the definition of n(x), implies 

nt[_x^)f{xh,u) >0. (2-16) 

However, by assumption of {xj)f{x_,u) < 0, this implies 

n^{xj)f{x_,u) < 0. (2-17) 

But since n and f are continuous in x, there must exist an intermediate 

time t', t_ < t' < tfo, for which 

x' = <)>(£',^o) £ C 

and 

nT{x')f(x' ,u) = 0, (2-18) 

which, by the definition of n, implies 

WT(.x'<= C)f(x'E d,u) = 0, (2-19) 

which contradicts (iii) of the theorem. Therefore any trajectory origi-

o 
nating at x$ G C for which the conditions of the theorem hold cannot 

reach the boundary 3C, and since <j> is continuous in x, no trajectory may 

leave 

2. This portion of the proof establishes a norm and shows that 

there is always a finite time interval after which the trajectory remains 

"closer" (in the sense of that norm) to the target set than where it 

originated. Define the norm 

min 
II-6 II -  I x -

x
" I 
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From (iii), V is decreasing along any trajectory. Integrate dV[x)/dt = 

VvTf(x,u) < 0 to obtain 

r 
^0 

- Vix0) = ( 7(:C(T) ,U(T))CZT < 0 V-1 < to-

(2-20) 

Consider any e > 0, 6 > 0. Define the following functions: 

ot(e) = m™{v(xy. e < ||ar-0 ||} 
(2-21) 

3(6) = m̂ x{7(^): 11a?— 0 11 < 6} . 

Now find a 6(e) >0 such that 3(<$) < «(e). This is possible because 3 

is continuous and zero at 6 = 0. Choose an initial state a:o G & such 

that i|a:o-61| < 6 (see Fig. 2.4). Now choose any 0 < y < 11^cq—0 11 • Find 

a v(y) > 0 such that 3(v) < a(p). Define p (jja?—0 ||) = m̂ n {-^Q/) : 

II#-® II = ll -̂0 II J • Denote by C2(v(y),6) > 0 the minimum of p (11 as— 0 11) 

over the compact set v(jj) < j|a:—01| < e(6) (see Fig. 2.5). Define 

TlvM-s> = =• °- t2-22) 

Suppose that ||<Kt;a:o) - 01| > v over the time interval tQ < t < ti = to+T. 

From the construction above, jwe have 

0 < a(v) < F(4>(-t;aro)) 

< y(«o) " (*l " ̂0)c2 

< 3(6) - To2 = 0, which is a contradiction. 

Hence, for some t in £0 < t < t\, say t', there results 

lk'-e II = ||4>(*';*<>) - 0|| = v. (2-23) 
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a(e) 

Fig. 2.4. Illustration of Step 2 of Proof of 
Controllability Theorem. 

Fig. 2.5. Illustration of Definitions of Step 2 of 
Proof of Controllability Theorem. 



3. To complete all controllability requirements, this portion 

of the proof shows that any trajectory satisfying the sufficiency condi

tions does attain the target set in a finite time interval. Following 

the reasoning of Part 2, take any 0 < yg ^ anc* v = 0. Then 

3(v) = 3(0) = 0 and B(v) < ci(iJ2). By the definition of V from Part 1, 

p > 0 and thus £2(0,6) > 0. Therefore 

2" CO, 6) -
c2(0,6) 

is finite. Invoking the same argument as in Part 2, with t\' = t' + T' 

and t' < t < t\', there results 

0 = a(0) < 

< V(x') - (t\ ' - t')02 

< P(6) - T'oz = 0. 

The only way for this set of inequalities to be satisfied is for 

V(4to equal zero within the defined finite time interval. By 

(i) of the theorem and the definition of controllability the proof is 

complete. 

Examination of Theorem 2.1 shows that only the interior of the 

controllable set is considered. This simplifies the statement and proof 

of the theorem, since along the boundary of the controllable set consid

ered as an envelope the gradient VK is not defined. Furthermore, there 

are examples in which the controllable set is truly open, in which case 

there are no boundary trajectories (not originating at the target) that 

intersect the target set. 
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An important consideration in applying such a sufficiency condi

tion is defining a candidate for the controllable set. Since the theorem 

and proof are not constructive, taken alone they are subject to some of 

the same criticisms of the Lyapunov Second Method, namely, that owing to 

the nonuniqueness of the Lyapunov function, the guaranteed stability do

main may or may not be a good approximation to the actual domain of sta

bility of the system under consideration. For controllability, however, 

there is a helpful result available, the Grantham (1973) necessary condi

tions. If the boundary of the controllable set intersects the target 

set, those necessary conditions enable one to construct trajectories ly

ing in the controllable set boundary and thus find a boundary candidate. 

The boundary so obtained (or a suitably smooth modification thereof) may 

then be used for constructing a V function satisfying the conditions of 

Theorem 2.1. Such a construction procedure will be developed in 

Chapter 3. 

Last but far from least, the theorem is stated such that no sys

tem trajectories need be generated for its application. This was one of 

the main goals of the Lyapunov-type approach, and the result is that the 

controllability test may be applied without an a priori specification of 

the control u. This opens the door to the synthesis procedure, which 

will be developed in Chapter 3. 

2.5 Ship Navigation Problem Example 

As an example to illustrate a V function satisfying Theorem 2.1, 

consider the problem of steering a ship in a wide river. Assume that 

the river has a constant speed a (greater than 0) in the negative 
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direction relative to the stationary - x2 coordinate system shown in 

Fig. 2.6. Assume that the ship has a constant normalized speed of 1.0 

relative to the river, and denote the counterclockwise angle from the 

positive Xi axis to the boat's relative velocity vector by u. Then the 

state equations may be written as 

The target set will be the circular disk of radius Ra centered at the 

origin as shown in the figure. Now if a is greater than 1.0, the ship 

cannot move in the positive Xi direction and therefore it is expected 

that the controllable set is not all of E2. From Grantham's necessary 

cosu - a 
(2-24) 

x2 sinii. 

a 

Fig. 2.6. Coordinate System for Ship Navigation Problem. 
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conditions (1973), an H function and an adjoint system are calculated as 

follows: 

H = X= X^cosw - a) + X2sinu 

aj = -w/zxi = 0 

A2 = -ZH/dxz = 0.  

(2-25) 

It is required that the boundary control w*(t) minimize H to 

zero, which yields the matrix equation 

" H ' "cosu*-a sinu* 

. . 
-sinw* cos u* 

1 • 1 
o
 

= 
> 

1 n>
 

1 1 
o
 

(2-26) 

m 
which has a nonzero solution \ - (Xi,X2) if and only if 

1 - acosu* = 0, (2-27) 

which states that the boundary control u* is constant. 

The proper boundary conditions for the adjoint system are given 

by Granthan (1973) as 

'(£/) = 30 n 
" t o -  " "  ° -

where 

Xi2 + x2
2 

*e2 6(x) = 

Solving Eqs. (2-25) and (2-28) yields 

= 0. 

(2-28)  

(2-29) 

*l(£) = *1 (£/) = 2\iX\f = constant 

A 2 (t) = A 2 (.tf) = 2ya;2 f = constant. 
(2-30) 
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Now let T = tjy - t and integrate the state equations (2-24) back

ward in t (forward in t) from the target set: 

XI(T) = x\(tf) + (a-cosw)T 
J (2-31) 

rc2(T) = xi (tf) - xsinu. 

The controllable set boundary therefore consists of the straight 

lines given in Eq. (2-31) when u = u* from Eq. (2-27). The proper 

boundary conditions are derived from Eq. (2-26) as follows: 

= -Xisinw* + Xzcosu* = 0 (2-32) 

# *2 = f2£ = ta„„, . (2.53) 
xi (tf) xif 

Substituting Eq. (2-33) into (2-29) and using u = u* then gives the 

proper controllable set boundary. 

Suppose a - 1.0. In this case the boundary control u* = 0, the 

system (2-24) is static, and the controllable set boundary consists of a 

vertical line parallel to the x-i axis and intersecting the ajj axis at 

-EQ. This is an example of an open controllable set where no points on 

the boundary are controllable to the target set. Figure 2.7 illustrates 

the controllable set boundary in this problem for the cases a = 1.0 and 

a - 2.0. 

Now suppose the optimal control problem is solved in this exam

ple for a minimum-time performance criterion. The proper 11 function, 

upon applying standard optimal control theory (Leitmann, 1968) now 

becomes 

H = Xi(cosu-a) + *2sinw - 1. (2-34) 
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9 C (a = 1) 

£c0 

3C (a = 2) 

I 30c 

Fig. 2.7. Controllable Set Boundaries for the 
Ship Navigation Problem. 

However, note that this change does not affect the results (2-30) and 

(2-33), which means that u is constant in time for the minimum-time 

problem for all trajectories inside the controllable set. Thus the so-

lusions (2-31) are still valid, provided the proper u= constant is used. 

Solving Eqs. (2-31) for xcosu and xsinu and dividing yields 

tanu 
x2 - %2f 

X1 ~ xlf~ at ' 
(2-35) 
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and applying the result (2-34) to (2-35) gives 

Ra 
x l f  =  ±  4  T T  ( 2 " 3 6 )  J r ^2 ih 

[_ + (a?i - ax) 2 J 

From tanu = x<i^lx\p cosu is derived, noting the proper sign (consider 

the ship on the x\ axis for example): 

^i f 
cosu 11 = - -f- . (2-37) 

(•xlf2 + x2f2̂  ° 

Substituting this into the first system equation (2-31) and them employ

ing (2-36) gives an equation in t devoid of x\̂  and x-if-

x x  - ax = ± f — — (1 + t / RC) . (2-38) 

[* + (an -ax) 2] 

'2 

Squaring both sides and solving for x by picking the sign in the quad

ratic equation solution to keep t a minimum gives 

• 

Rc + ax\ - [(/?e + ) 2 - (a2 - 1) (a^2 + «2
2 ~ Ra2) 

x =  # 

a1 - I 

(2-39) 

The point of all this derivation is that in this case t is x(a;) and sat

isfies the first three conditions of Theorem 2.1. Thus x(ai) may be used 

as a V(x) function in applying that theorem. Plots of x(x) = constant 

for R = 1 and a = 2 are shown in Fig. 2.8. 
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x2 

3 C 

Fig. 2.8. Plots of Constant t(k) = V(x) for Ship Naviga
tion Problem. 
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The assertion of Theorem 2.1 is that, if now some control 

u(x1,x2) is found such that Vx^f(x,u) < 0 everywhere inside the region 

where T is defined, that control will bring the system state from any 

point inside the controllable set to the target in a finite time without 

leaving the interior of the controllable set. The minimum-time control 

(2-33) satisfies the condition VV^f < 0 within the controllable set 

boundaries. Two other (different) controls also satisfying this condi

tion are developed in Chapter 3 for this same example. 

2.6 Qualitative Differential Games 

The essence of a game lies in the action and interaction of more 

than one control vector upon the time evolution of the state of the sys

tem. In particular, in this paper the differential game is governed by 

the state equations 

x = f(x,u,u), (2-40) 

where the state x and the control u are as defined in Section 2.1. The 

second control vector v = (U}, • • • ,Vr)^ €E V C. ER is also constrained to 

be defined and at least piecewise continuous on X and to lie in a given 

subset (possibly all) of Euclidean r space. 

The game arises with the introduction of the two players, Jp and 

J&, possessing their respective control vectors u and v. When u and v 

are expressed as functions of x, defined and piecewise continuous on X, 

u: X  +  U C E m  

(2-41) 
v: X -> VC ET 

they are called strategies of players Jp and Je> respectively. After 
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specifying the strategies u and v, the state equations (2-40) become 

ordinary differential equations. It is assumed that for given u(') and 

y(') there exists a vector function <p(t;xo), called a solution or tra

jectory, possessing the continuity properties stated in Section 2.1. 

Generally, there may be given two sets of points in EN, namely 

BP and 0e, called the target sets of players JP and JE, respectively. 

It is assumed here that 0e is the empty set, corresponding to player 

Jexs goal of avoiding capture. The target set Qp of player Jp is not 

empty. Furthermore, the class of target sets considered is defined by 

Qp = {x: 6p(cc) < 0}, (2-42) 

assumed smooth such that Vdp(x) is everywhere defined and nonzero. 

These assumptions are necessary for the proof of the playability 

sufficiency theorem of Section 2.8. They are the same as the assump

tions employed by Blaquiere et al. (1969, Chap. 6) in their necessary 

conditions for finding barriers in the qualitative game. 

2.7 The Capture Set 

The basic problem in playability (analogous to that of control

lability) is: Given that the system (2-40) is at some point Xq £ X at 

time to, does there exist a time tf > tq and a strategy for Jp for which 

€E dp regardless of the strategy employed by Je? If the answer 

is yes, the point x0 is called capturable for Jp, and a set of such 

points capturable for Jp is called a capture set, analogous to the defi

nition of a controllable set in Section 2.2. 

A capture set Cp for player Jp is a set of points XQ for which 

there exists a time tf > tq and a strategy w(«): X -* U such that for any 
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strategy v { ' ) :  X  - >  V  the solution to the state equations (2-40) attains 

the pursuer's target set: 

^it fixo) G B p .  (2-43) 

As in the case of the controllable set, it is assumed that the 

capture set is not all of En, and the boundary of the capture set is de

noted by dCp. It is further assumed that the capture set is the closure 

of an open subset (but not all) of En with its interior dp and boundary 

9Cp expressible in the form 

dp = {a;: g(x) < 0} 
(2-44) 

3Cp = {x: g(x) = 0} 

where En -> E1 is c1 with nonzero gradient represented as in Eq. 

(2-5). Thus 3Cp is an n-1 dimensional smooth manifold. The discussion 

in Section 2.2 on 9C as an envelope surface also applies to 3Cp. 

At this point the capture set has been defined in a fashion com

pletely analogous to the definition of the controllable set. The con

cept of a finite time for the system state to attain the target set is 

intact, and the approach to the sufficiency conditions for capture is 

along the same lines as for the controllable set. Indeed, Skowronskii 

(1972, 1973) and Stonier (1973, 1974) have defined a Lyapunov game and 

its associated Lyapunov functions. Their work deals with finding suffi

ciency conditions for the system state to remain bounded within a target 

set for all t greater than some T, and it is somewhat analogous to the 

concept of asymptotic stability. This work, on the other hand, departs 

from the Lyapunov game in the same manner as outlined in Section 2.3 to 

develop the Playability Sufficiency Theorem of the next section. 
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2.8 A Playability Sufficiency Theorem 

The sufficiency theorem for capture, analogous to the sufficiency 

(ii) V(x) > 0, x(£Qp 

(iii) there exists a u E: U for which (x) f (x ,u ,v) < 0 
¥• v e v 

and in addition the capture set boundary 9Cp is an envelope of 7(a) = 

constant > 0 surfaces. 

Proof. The proof relies strongly on the proof of Theorem 2.1, 

modified by the definitions of Sections 2.6 and 2.7. Here the proper 

i4(6) = {a? G 0p = 0 and there exists a u G U for which V0p"^,f (:c,w,y) < 0 

1. Suppose a trajectory attains the boundary dCp, and define a 

normal to the V surfaces as in Eqs. (2-11) and (2-12). Then the result 

of Eq. (2-15) follows without modification, and this implies 

theorem for controllability, is herein stated and proved. 

Theorem 2 . 2 :  Playability Sufficiency Theorem 

The set dp is capturable for player Jp if there exists a scalar 

function V(x) of class a1 on &p such that, for all x G &p, 

0 

v- v g v}. 

G dp) f(,X' G tpyUyV) = 0, (2-45) 

contradicting (iii) of Theorem 2 . 2 .  Thus 

^ (£>®o) ̂  ^ ®0 ̂  

V- to < t < tf 

V- V g V. (2-46) 
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2. From (iii) of Theorem 2.2, 7(k) is decreasing along any tra

jectory as in Eq. (2-20): 

7(<f>(£;a;o)) " V(x q ) < 0, t > t0. (2-47) 

Then steps 2 and 3 of the proof of Theorem 2.1 follow directly: All 

points £ &p are capturable for Jp, and the proof is complete. 

Theorem 2.2 is a test to be applied everywhere inside the cap

ture set. In the case of the qualitative differential game, a candidate 

for the boundary of the capture set is found by applying a minimax prin

ciple (Blaquiere et al., 1969, p. 131) and deriving a surface from system 

trajectories that lie in that surface. A surface so found is called a 

barrier (Isaacs, 1965, pp. 214-222). If any barriers so found delineate 

a subset of the state space by intersecting or extending indefinitely, a 

candidate for a capture set boundary is defined. Then the methods of 

Chapter 3 may be applicable for finding a suitable V function and strat

egy to satisfy the requirements of Theorem 2.2. 

2.9 Summary 

In this chapter two sufficiency theorems have been developed, 

the first dealing with a dynamical system with one control variable and 

the second dealing with the qualitative two-person differential game 

with a single target. These two theorems give conditions on the con

trols and an auxiliary scalar function of the state that will ensure 

that all points belonging to a certain subset of the state space may be 

transferred to the target set within a finite time interval. Neither 

theorem requires generation of any system trajectories, and thus the 



results are independent of any specific control laws or strategies. A 

deficiency of this method is that, if the test—(iii) of the theorems— 

fails for a given problem, either the control (or strategy) is insuffi

cient to transfer the system to the target, or the V function used is 

inappropriate to that problem. Hence a converse to the theorems would 

be desirable. The main complication in the case of the game is that the 

strategy u must play against all admissible strategies v to complete the 

sufficiency test. 

Without a procedure for generating the required V functions, ap

plication of the theorems is restricted. An optimal return function may 

be used for the V function in some cases, as in the example of Section 

2.5; however, this requires solution of an optimal control problem, the 

very situation it was desired to avoid.' Furthermore, an optimal return 

function (or a value for the game) may not possess the required proper

ties inside the controllable set or capture set, as will be seen in Chap

ter 4. A procedure for constructing one class of V functions, satisfy

ing Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and not requiring an optimal control problem 

solution, is presented in Chapter 3. 



CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN OF CLOSED-LOOP CONTROLS AND STRATEGIES 

This chapter presents a method for generating a class of V func

tions satisfying the first three conditions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, 

where the controllable set or capture set and the dynamical system sat

isfy all the assumptions assigned to them in Chapter 2. The method is 

approximate, but the ^-function envelope may be made to approach the con

trollable set boundary arbitrarily closely. The goal is to employ con

dition (iii) of the theorems to establish a control that will indeed 

transfer the system to the target set. There is no unique V function 

for any particular problem, and thus there may be other methods for find

ing satisfactory V functions. Finally, an approach to the synthesis 

problem is presented and an example is given. 

3.1 Generation of V Functions Satisfying the Sufficiency Theorems 

To apply this procedure, it must be assumed that a V(a:) of class 

e1 exists for the controllable set or capture set under consideration 

and furthermore that the boundaries of those sets must be smooth. Now 

consider Eq. (2-39) written as a quadratic in x: 

(a2- 1)t2 - 2(Bc + axi)r + (xi2 + X22 - i?c2) = 0. (3-1) 

O J' 
If the substitution V = -r(a -1) 2 is made, the above equation takes the 

form 

V2(x) + p(a;)y(a;) + 0(a:) = 0, (3-2) 

36 
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where 0(:c) = x\2 + X22 - Ra2 and p(_x) is a polynomial in x for this par

ticular example. The quantity GO) is the equation for the target set 

0 = {x: 0(ao < 0}. 

Equation (3-2) describes a family of V surfaces in the state 

space. If this family has an envelope, it is found by solving Eqs. (2-6) 

and (2-7) and eliminating V. Applying those equations, the envelope cri

teria, to Eq. (3-2) yields 

2V(x) + p{x) = 0, (3-3) 

which must hold all along the envelope. 

Now the quadratic equation may be solved for V. Only one of the 

two solutions satisfies the requirements of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. From 

Eq. (3-3) and (ii) of the theorems, p(x) <0 everywhere in the closure 

of the controllable set or capture set except for the intersection of 

the envelope with the target set, where p(x (E 0 H 9C) = 0. Therefore, 

in order to satisfy (i) of the theorems along the available part of the 

target set .<4(0), the negative sign on the square root is required: 

V(x) = -p(x)/2 - (pz(x)/4 - 0(*)A (3-4) 

Equation (3-4) must hold along the envelope. Thus, substituting 

Eq. (3-3) into Eq. (3-4) at the envelope surface yields 

p2 0*0/4 - 0(x) = 0. (3-5) 

This relationship may be factored into two terms. However, from the 

definition of the target set, 0(x) > 0 along the envelope, and from the 

discussion above, p(x) < 0 also along the envelope. Therefore, the only 
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factor consistent with the preceding development is retained: 

p ( x )  =  -2(0(3;))^ . (3-6) 

This equation is called the main requirement for p(x), which must be 

satisfied everywhere along the envelope (and therefore along the bound

ary of the controllable set or capture set). 

Substituting p ( x )  from Eq. (3-6) into the envelope criterion, 

Eq. (3-3), yields 

7(a) = - ( e(ar))JS, (3-7) 

which, given a specific target set, denotes a particular value for F(x) 

all along the envelope. This result is now shown to be restrictive in 

some cases, and therefore Eq. (3-2) for V(x) must be modified. 

Suppose, as in the example problem to be given in Chapter 4, 

that the controllable set or capture set is of higher dimension than two. 

In Chapter 4, the capture set is of dimension three, and it is conve

nient to apply the main requirement (3-6) separately to each of a group 

of £C3 = constant cross sections of that capture set, as the target set 

is invariant in £3. The result is a pO^i ,0:2,2(^3)) function for use in 

Eq. (3-2) for V(x). However, the envelope requirement for the capture set 

boundary is not completely met, as Eq. (3-3) indicates that the largest 

value of V(x) in each cross section is different. The capture set bound

ary is not an envelope unless the largest value of V(x) for all cross 

sections is the same; otherwise some V(x) function intersects the capture 

set boundary, thereby violating the essential requirement of the enve

lope's tangency to its generating surfaces, as discussed in Section 2.2. 
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To extend the procedure to allow satisfaction of the envelope 

requirements for such arbitrarily shaped capture set boundaries in E n ,  

rewrite Eq. (3-2) with the quantity r ( x ) V ( _ x ~ )  substituted for V ( x )  :  

v 2  ( x )  V 2  (x) + p(a;)r(aO 7(x) + 0(aO = 0, (3-8) 

where r ( x )  is a function whose purpose it is to normalize the V ( x )  sur

faces in order to overcome the difficulty discussed above. Application 

of the envelope criteria (2-6) and (2-7) to Eq. (3-8) now yields 

2 r 2 ( x ) V ( . x )  +  p [ x ) r ( x )  = 0, (3-9) 

and since F(a;) is nonnegative in the region of interest, r ( x )  may be 

chosen to be positive in the same region, which results in the simpli

fied relationship 

2 r ( x )  V  (x) +  p [ x )  = 0, (3-10) 

which must hold all along the envelope. Having chosen r(a:) to be posi

tive, p(.x) is therefore negative within and along the envelope as before 

and the solution for V(x) becomes 

km . . . fr'm/4^- .m)* . (3.n) 

Substitution of Eq. (3-10) into Eq. (3-11) shows that the main require

ment, Eq. (3-6), is unchanged under the r(x) addition. However, the 

difficulty associated with Eq. (3-7) is now seen to be overcome, upon 

substitution of Eq. (3-6) into Eq. (3-10): 

r ( x ) V ( x )  =  -6 (a:). (3-12) 
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The function r(x) allows normali zation of the V(x) surface intersections 

along the envelope independently of the shape of the target set. Since 

the main requirement (3-6) is unchanged, p(x) is found first and inde

pendently of r(x). Then r(x) is chosen so that V(x) satisfies the enve

lope criterion for the entire controllable set or capture set boundary. 

Of course, if this is not necessary for a given problem, r(x) may be 

chosen to be unity. 

In general, the controllable set boundary is obtained by apply

ing a minimum principle (Grantham, 1973), and the capture set boundary is 

found by applying a minimax principle (Blaquiere et al., 1969, p. 131). 

AV-function envelope is then generated to match such a boundary by ap

plying the main requirement (3-6). Suppose p(x) consists of terms in x 

with adjustable coefficients S: 

p(x) = p(x,S). (3-13) 

Then the main requirement is enforced by some parameter adjustment scheme 

to find the elements of the parameter vectors. Terms may be added to 

p(x,S) as desired in order to fit any smooth boundary. If in addition 

r(x) must be generated, it also may be constructed with arbitrary coeffi

cients, which may then be adjoined to the parameter vectors. There

fore the V function is known when the parameter vector Sis defined. 

In summary, the method for constructing a V function for a par

ticular boundary as its envelope is as follows: 

(a) Use a proper set of necessary conditions to find the con

trollable set boundary ac or capture set boundary acp in the state 

space. 
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(b) Construct the required p(x) function by using some parameter 

adjustment scheme to find the vector 3 from the main requirement: 

p(x,3) = V- x £ 3C or 3Cp. 

(c) If necessary, construct an r(ic) function by applying Eq. 

(3-12) to enforce the envelope criterion along the controllable set or 

capture set boundary. Otherwise, r(x) may be taken to be unity. This 

completes specification of the vector 3. 

(d) After 3 is found, the proper V function is given by Eq. (3-11) : 

V(X} - _ PW _ (P2(«0/4 - 8fo))^ 
2r(a:) r(ai) 

This completes the construction method for a V function satisfy

ing the first three requirements of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 

3.2 Use of the V Function in Closed-Loop Control Design 

Now that a proper V(x) function may be generated, it is appro

priate to ask how such a function may be employed in the synthesis prob

lem. It is stressed here again that any control law found from applying 

(iii) of Theorem 2.1 is in no sense unique, for the V function upon 

which it would be based is not unique. 

Suppose a proper V function has been obtained, perhaps by the 

method of Section 3.1. Suppose further that some state variable measure

ments, expressed as functions o(x), arc available so that a control u may 

be constructed from these measurements by selection of a set of parame

ters y that relate the control to the measurements: 

u = u{o(_x),y). (3-14) 

The special case o(:r) =x is considered to be included in this discussion. 
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Applying Theorem 2.1, the object is to find any set of parame

ters y so that W^f < 0 everywhere within the region where a 7(X) satis

fying the theorems is defined. Now assume that there exists in that re

gion at least one admissible u £r U at each point for which VV^f{x,u) < 0. 

Then this requirement is certainly met if y is chosen so that VV^f is as 

negative as possible in that region, and this is the criterion suggested 

here for finding a candidate vector y. Figure 3.1 gives a geometric 

view of this criterion. Mathematically this criterion requires finding 

a parameter vector y such that the quantity |VF + f(x,u(x,j))| is mini

mized at each x E &. An advantage of this criterion is that it yields a 

control that drives the system state away from the boundaries and toward 

the interior of the controllable set. This is because the minimum occurs 

when the trajectory is perpendicular to a V curve, and the V curves are 

= Vi = constant 

V7 +f 

Fig. 3.1. Criterion for Finding the Control Parameters y. 
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tangent to the boundaries. This is important for two reasons: First, 

the controllable set boundary is only approximated by the V function 

construction procedure of Section 3.1, and second, the effects of errors 

in the measurements of state variables tend to be diminished. From an 

engineering standpoint, operation at or near the boundary of the control

lable set is undesirable since small errors could cause the system to 

leave the controllable set, at which time the problem is concluded, as 

the target set is no longer attainable. 

Implementation of Eq. (3-8) may not be simple if F(a;) or u(x,y) 

are not simple functions. Use of a digital computer may be required, 

and it is not possible to check every point to verify that condition 

(iii) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. Thus a discrete set of points in the 

controllable set is chosen, and the following minimization is performed: 

N 
min ][ | . (3-15) 
Y i=l 

An even more useful form of this minimization is 

N 
min I 
Y i=l 

^(«i) f 0k£,«0c£,y)) 

vy(a^) I + |/(^,M(^,Y)) 
(3-16) 

where normalization of the functions W and f equalizes the weighting of 

each test point's contribution to the summation, and w^ is a positive 

weighting factor, independent of V(x~) and f, and chosen to enforce the 

minimization most strongly in regions of the state space judged most 

critical for a given problem. The next section gives an example in which 

Eq. (3-16) is used to find two different feedback controls that drive a 

system to a given target set from points within the controllable set. 
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3.3 Ship Navigation Problem Example 

This is a continuation of the problem introduced in Section 2.5. 

The V function used is the t(k) of Eq. (2-39), which, for the parameter 

values a = 2 and Ra = 1, becomes 

1 + 2xi - + 4x\ - 3X22 + 4)^ 
V(x) = - — -—- - . (3-17) 

Note that application of Eq. (3-3) for the envelope to the V function 

(3-17) results in the controllable set boundaries 

ic2 = ±(xi+2)//3. (3-18) 

Taking V7(a;) and forming VV^f{x,u) gives 

W ' f  =  ( c o s M  _  2 )  

+ (signa^)^ -̂2 sinw , (3-19) 

where A = (asi2 + 4x\ - 3®22 + 4). From the above expression it is apparent 

that even for this simple example it is difficult to formulate a control 

u(a:) satisfying the sufficiency conditions < 0. 

Suppose an attempt is made to form a control that is a function 

of only one of the state variables. Success in this endeavor would 

eliminate the necessity of measuring both, perhaps saving considerable 

expense in a product design. Familiarity with the problem leads one to 

assume knowledge of x<i> and to assume that from the x<i measurement any 

other functions of x<i may be calculated without error to use in the con

trol law. Thus the parameters y of Eq. (3-14) are associated with the 

coefficients in the functions of 
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To develop a candidate for u(x2), note the following desired 

properties of u, obtained from the necessary conditions on the boundary 

9 C: 

(a) For x2 £ 9C for which x2 < 0, u = 5tt/3. 

(b) For x2 ̂  for which x2 > 0, u = it/3. 

One smooth function of x2 that approximates these requirements is 

"(#?.> Y) = 11 + Yitan" 1Y2^2> (3-20) 

where the y's are to be found by applying the criterion (3-16) and using 

Eqs. (3-17) and (2-24). The GOSPEL optimization program package (Huels-

man, 1968) was used for this application, 10 data points being selected 

from within the controllable set boundaries. Twenty iterations of the 

GOSPEL Fletcher-Powell algorithm yielded the parameter values 

Y! = 1.34205, y2 = 7.50532. (3-21) 

The controllable set boundaries and some system trajectories for these 

parameters are shown in Fig. 3.2. 

Another u(x2) was tried, which is not smooth and therefore can

not effectively use the optimization strategies that depend on partial 

derivative evaluation: 

u = it + Yl*2> | Yl:c21 5 Y2 • (3-22) 

The GOSPEL package has a pattern search routine that was applied to this 

control function to yield the parameter values 

Yi = 1.88849, Y2 = 2.07196. (3-23) 

The resulting controllable set and system trajectories for this case are 

shown in Fig. 3.3. Comparison of Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 with Fig. 2.8 shows 
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Fig. 3.2. Controllable Set and System Trajectories for 
Smooth u(a32). 



Fig. 3.3. Controllable Set and System Trajectories for 
Linear Limited u{x2). 



that the method presented in Section 3.2 has succeeded in yielding con

trols that are dependent only on x^ and that ensure controllability 

throughout nearly the entire region delineated by the original control

lable set boundaries. 

3.4 Game Strategy Synthesis 

Strategy synthesis in the game is effected by direct extension 

of the results of Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The crucial difference here 

from controllability is that the strategy u must satisfy (iii) of Theo

rem 2.2 versus all v £ V. 

As in the ship navigation example of Section 3.3, there may be 

existing V{x) functions to use in the synthesis. If none are available, 

the methods of Section 3.1 may be used to construct such a V function. 

Once the game barriers have been found, there is no difference between 

finding 7(x) for a controllable set or a capture set. 

However, the presence of the control v requires that parameters 

Y in the control u be chosen to satisfy 

min max |VF(ic) + f(x,u(.y,x) ,y) | V- x £ dD 
Y v r 

V- v  £  V ,  (3-24) 

and the useful form for computation is to perform the following minimax: 

min max £ wj 
Y v i=i 

N Vyfa^) f(xi,u(xi,y'),v 

V7(av) | + |/(aJv,M(av,Y),v) 
(3-25) 

where w^ is a positive weighting function, chosen as indicated after Eq. 

(3-16). 
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Equation (3-25) for the game problem is expressed in a manner 

analogous to Eq. (3-16) for the controllability problem. The added com

plication in the game is to properly choose v for each point at which 

Eq. (3-25) is to be enforced. A detailed example of the application of 

Eq. (3-25) to a differential game is presented in Chapter 4. 

3.5 Summary 

A procedure has been presented for constructing a V function 

that is independent of any optimization criterion and is designed to 

satisfy the requirements of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. It is assumed 

that V(x) satisfies a quadratic equation containing an arbitrary 

number of adjustable parameters. Then envelope sufficiency conditions 

are applied to this equation along a predetermined controllable set or 

capture set boundary surface in the state space to find the values of 

the adjustable parameters. Since only boundary conditions are applied, 

and the assumed equation for V(x~) is arbitrary, there is no guarantee 

that the resulting Vix) function satisfies the first two requirements 

of the theorems for all initial conditions; sets of V[x~) = constant sur

faces should be generated to check satisfaction of those requirements. 

However, the procedure has proved successful for the examples presented 

in this dissertation. 

Assuming that a suitable 7(cc) function has been obtained, V7(a:) 

may be calculated. If all the states of the system are known, strategy 

synthesis through implementation of condition (iii.) of the theorems be

comes straightforward: Simply monitor the quantity and choose the 

admissible control u so that this quantity is minimum; in the game, 
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always assume that v  is chosen so as to maximize this quantity. Satis

faction of condition (iii) of the theorems in this manner guarantees at

tainment of the target set within a finite time interval. 

If the measurements available for use in a control law are non

linear functions of the state or do not include the entire state, an al

ternative method is suggested for the control synthesis. It is assumed 

that a control function is constructed employing the available state 

measurements and arbitrary parameters. This function must be capable of 

matching the boundary controls, as they are already known and are unique. 

The arbitrary parameters are chosen to satisfy an applicable criterion, 

Eq. (3-16) or Eq. (3-25), which enforces the minimization of W^f over a 

finite set of chosen points within the controllable set or capture set. 

The example contx-ollability problem presented illustrates application of 

the criterion (3-16) by generating suitable parameter sets in two differ

ent closed-loop controls, each depending on measurement of only one of 

two state variables. It is seen that both controls yield controllable 

sets that are essentially identical to the desired (largest possible) 

controllable set. An example of game strategy synthesis is deferred to 

Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 4 

A GUIDANCE EXAMPLE 

This chapter presents an example of the application of the re

sults of Chapters 2 and 3 to a pursuit-evasion differential game studied 

in the context of guidance law design. The goals are to find how the 

popular proportional navigation guidance law performs against an optimal 

evader, and what may be done to improve the performance of proportional 

navigation. 

The first section presents the mathematical model to be used 

throughout the chapter. This model is deceptively simple upon first con

sideration, but it is found to be illustrative of the roles of singular 

surfaces that bear so heavily upon the solutions of differential games. 

In particular, there is a dispersal surface in the solution that effec

tively delineates the region of state space in which proportional navi

gation may be used successfully from the region in which it cannot. 

These results are presented mathematically and graphically. Next a 

suitable V function satisfying the requirements of Theorem 2.2 is con

structed for the resulting capture set, and it is used to generate a 

guidance law that overcomes pure proportional navigation's difficulty 

associated with the dispersal surface. Thus the application of Theorem 

2.2 is not to prove sufficiency, but rather to assist in generating the 

pursuer's strategy. 

51 
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4.1 Statement of the Guidance Problem 

Consider the physical picture of a pursuer attempting to inter

cept an evader. The guidance problem for the pursuer is to decide how 

to exert its available control in order to force the intercept. Once 

the guidance law is given to the pursuer, the outcome is predetermined: 

Either the pursuer forces the intercept from the given initial condition 

or it does not. For example, in an aircraft "dogfight" situation it 

usually makes no difference whether the intercept is attained in minimum 

time or by use of minimum total control force. This is a natural example 

of a game with qualitative outcome: success or failure. 

A systematic study of this problem first requires the choice of 

a suitable mathematical model. To this end, the following assumptions 

are made: 

(1) The engagement takes place in a plane. 

(2) The pursuer and evader move with constant speed. 

(3) The effects of gravity are neglected. 

(4) Both pursuer and evader have limited maximum turning rates. 

(5) There are no internal dynamics for pursuer or evader; that 
is, each is considered geometrically as a point and there 
is no time lag between a commanded turn rate and the re
sulting turn rate of pursuer or evader. 

Assumption (5) is justified on the grounds that the pursuer of 

interest possesses much faster control dynamics than the evader. Also, 

for the parameter values considered here, it turns out that the evader 

does best by maintaining a constant maximum turn rate. 

Thus the problem is a qualitative differential game consisting 

of a pursuer and an evader moving in a plane with fixed speeds, each 
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possessing his own respective maximum turning rate. The qualitative out

come is success or failure depending on whether or not the pursuer at

tains a circle of radius Rc centered at the evader. This model is called 

"The Game of Two Cars" by Isaacs (1965, p. 237), and parts of the solu

tion are studied in detail in a collision avoidance context by Vincent 

et al. (1972). 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the game model described above. 

Pursuer, p 

Evader, e 

Fig. 4.1. Coordinate System for Guidance Example. 



In terms of an evader-centered coordinate system with the x2 

axis aligned along the evader's velocity vector as shown, the kinemati-

cal motion of the pursuer relative to the evader is given by 

= 5pSina;3 + vx2 

x2 = SpC0SX3 - Se - vxi (4-1) 

£3 = v - u. 

The limitations on the turning rates of the pursuer and evader 

are expressed by 

IuI - wmax > IyI - ymax• 

The equations of motion are cast is nondimensional form by nor

malizing to the evader's speed and maximum turning rate. The kinemati-

cal equations then become 

= asiruc3 + VX2 

x2 = acosrc3 - 1 - vx\ (4-2) 

£3 = v - u 

where a = Sp/Se, 6 = "max/^max' so t̂ iat lul - lyl - where the dot 

now refers to nondimensional time t. The coordinates and x2 must be 

multiplied by Se/vnax to obtain length dimensions, and t must be multi

plied by 1/fmax to obtain time. The target surface in the relative co

ordinate system then becomes a cylinder of nondimensional radius Rc, 

whose axis is aligned with the x-$ axis, and is expressed mathematically 

as 0p = x\2 +X22 - Rc2 < 0. 

The necessary conditions for calculating the barriers, surfaces 

that delineate (locally) regions of the state space in which either the 
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pursuer or evader may force the system to remain, are presented in de

tail by Isaacs (1965, p. 237) and Vincent et al. (1972). The barriers 

are calculated by obtaining pursuer and evader controls from a minimax 

principle and then integrating the equations of motion backward in time 

from the target surface. For values of a < 1, the barriers intersect 

and a well defined candidate for a capture set is obtained. The summary 

of terminal control for the barriers is presented here for later refer

ence, for the a < 1 case: 

Define X3* as the angle between 0 and it/2 such that a = coscc3*\ 

For Xif > 0 (right barrier): 

v f  =  + 1  

Uf 

+ 6 for X3f. x^f G [0,0:3*] U [2tt-;c3*,2tt] 

0 for & 3 f ' -  % 3 f  = 2 - r t  -  x $ *  

-6 for &3f- %3f £ [#3*,2ti-%3*1 

For Xif < 0 (left barrier): 

Vf = -1 

1+6 for #3f'. X3f G IX3*,2-n-X3*] 

0 for X3f \ x^f = 2:3* 

-6 for X3f \ X3f G [0,3:3*] U [2tt-:c3*, 2tt] 

(4-3) 

The f subscript refers to the final time, at which the system state in

tersects the target surface. 

Note that on each side of %if - 0 the trajectory starting with 

Uf = 0 is called the u-singular trajectory, or universal curve. The only 

property of the universal curve pointed out here is that it is a system 
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trajectory and divides regions of discontinuous control but continuous 

time to the target surface, so the barrier is smooth along the universal 

curve. 

Hie points x%* for x\j> > 0 and 2tt-xs* f°r x2f < 0 mark the inter

section of a dispersal curve with the target surface. The dispersal 

curve is not a system trajectory and in this problem it divides regions 

of both discontinuous control and discontinuous time to reach the target 

surface. Its effect is to create a "corner" in the barrier, where the 

capture set is no longer smooth. The barrier trajectories are the same 

for any cost function that may be used to generate an optimal solution to 

this game. No value (cost function) is suitable for use as a Vix') func

tion satisfying Theorem 2.2 for this game along or in the neighborhood 

of the dispersal curves because the cost function is discontinuous in 

those regions. Meier (1969) presents some minimum-time curves for this 

problem, which show such discontinuity. 

The pertinent features of the right-barrier solution are illus

trated in Fig. 4.2. The left barrier, which intersects the target dia

metrically opposite to the right barrier, has the same general topology 

except that the dispersal curve originates at x$ = 2^-x^* and the uni

versal curve originates at x% = x$*. This completes the introduction of 

the important features of the game barrier solution. 

4.2 Proportional Navigation versus an Optimal Evader 

The existing guidance law chosen for comparison purposes in this 

example is proportional navigation. Considering only coplanar motion of 

the pursuer and evader, the statement of the proportional navigation is 



Dispersal 
curve v 

Barri er 
trajectory 

Universal 
curve 

Fig. 4.2. Right Barrier Features for Guidance Exampl 



simple: Let £ and a denote, respectively, the bearing angles of the 

pursuer velocity and of the line of sight, both measured relative to any 

fixed reference system; then the pursuer steers so as to satisfy 

1 = Ka, (4-4) 

where K is called the navigation constant and usually has a value between 

3 and 5. Proportional navigation has been studied extensively in many 

contexts. Murtaugh and Cruel (1966) have written a tutorial article on 

the basics of proportional navigation. Many authors have studied the 

guidance law and some of its modifications in the context of optimizing 

some criterion function such as total integrated acceleration or termi

nal miss distance, and they usually employ equations of motion linearized 

about a nominal collision course (Brainin and McGhee, 1968; Axelband and 

Hardy, 1970; Cottrell, 1971; Guelman, 1971, 1972; Kreindler, 1973). In 

an early study using variational techniques to solve differential games, 

Ho, Bryson, and Baron (1965) showed that, assuming the pursuer and tar

get to be already on a nominal collision course characterized by a con

stant closing velocity, the proportional navigation guidance law is a 

game saddle point for small deviations from this collision course if the 

payoff criterion is one of minimizing terminal distance. Ho and associ

ates also present a more general guidance law that includes integral of 

acceleration (a measure of total control energy expended) in the perform

ance index and that is not restricted to small deviations from a nominal 

collision course. This more general law naturally requires more infor

mation than line-of-sight rate for implementation. Finally, Julich and 

Borg (1970) present a study of proportional navigation versus an opti

mally evading target using an unconventional approach to the problem. 
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Their pursuer is disadvantaged by slower control dynamics than the tar

get, the initial conditions assume pursuer and target are on a nominal 

collision course, and the complete game solution is not obtained. It re

mains for this paper to derive and present full results of the perform

ance of proportional navigation versus a target that may evade optimally. 

Now the expression for proportional navigation in the coordinate 

system of Fig. 4.1 is derived. Define the angles c and w as shown in 

Fig. 4.3. 

/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

Fixed reference 
direction 

Fig. 4.3. Coordinates Used for Proportional Navigation. 
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The line-of-sight angle, from the figure, is 

a = 5 + a) , (4-5) 

and note also that 

oj = c + IT/2 + x%. (4-6) 

Then, substituting the above into Eq. (4-5), 

o = £ + £ + t/2 + a?3 , (4-7) 

and the required line-of-sight rate in nondimensional form, upon differ

entiation of Eq. (4-7) in time, becomes 

X}X2 - X2X1 
a = v + y • C4-8) 

<V» <— X /vi <i. 

Now, noting that the pursuer's turn rate u = the proportional naviga

tion law becomes, in these coordinates, 

aCxicosx^ - x2sinx^) - Xi 
u = K —=— . (4-9) 

X1 + x2 

The equations of motion include only the control of the evader, 

as the pursuer's control is expressed in terms of the coordinates and 

the navigation constant K. These equations are 

= asiruc3 + VX2 

X2 = acosa^ - 1 - VX\ (4-10) 

£3 = V - Ka(xi,x2>x3) -

The problem is now one of controllability: v is chosen in accordance 

with a Controllability Minimum Principle (Grantham, 1973), here stated 
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from the evader's viewpoint, to keep the system on a trajectory lying in 

the boundary of the controllable set. The set of trajectories obtained 

from applying this criterion to all possible values of xif> x2f> anĉ  

0:3^? (coordinates at the target set at the final time) yields the bound

aries of the controllable set. The Controllability Minimum Principle 

prescribes that the following minimization be performed: 

min H = min (-(x,v, t)f(x,v)) = 0, (4-11) 
v v 

where X = -Wfdx are the adjoint equations, the target transversality 

conditions are given by 

\(tf) = y30p/3a:| , y > 0, (4-12) 

and x = f(.x,v) as stated in Eqs. (4-10). Note here the sign of H, which 

is opposite from the usual convention owing to the fact that the evader's 

control is a maximizing control. Now the H function is calculated: 

H = -Xi(asin;c3 + vx2) + ^(1 + vx\ - acosa^) 

[- ateicosa^ - x2sin 3̂) - Xi "| _ 
+ A 3  \ K  r 5 - v \  . (4-13) 

L X \ ^ + X 2  J 

Note that H is linear in v, and therefore expect an optimal control v to 

be of maximum value along most trajectories with perhaps intermediate 

values along any singular control trajectories that may exist. H is now 

rewritten 

H = -Xiasinaj3 + A2(1 - acosa?3) + uay 

[afaicosa:? - a:?sina;o) - x-i ~| h*» J • (4-14} 
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where oy = #1X2 - #2X1 - X3 is called the switching function. Therefore 

Eq. (4-11) requires 

+1 for av < 0 

-1 for oy > 0 (4-15) 

singular control for av = 0 . 

The adjoint equations become 

A }  = X2V + X^Kda/dxi 

X2 = + \3Kdo/dX2 (4-16) 

A 3  =  - A i a c o s a ? 3  +  A 2 a s i r u c 3  -  X ^ a K d a / d x ^  .  

The target transversality conditions require 

X1 j, = 2\ixij? 

Xgj? = 2\iX2f (4-17) 

^3/ = ^ ' 

where u = constant > 0. Minimization of H to zero at the final time re

quires 

= sinx3/ 

xijf 1 - acosa:3 

Singular control is now investigated. The requirement of the 

switching function to remain identically zero requires that it and its 

time derivatives be zero along any singular trajectories: 

Oy - 0 = #1x2 - 3j2x1 - x3 

ay = 0 = Xi + X3/&2/(^l2 + ̂ 22) (4-19) 

o'y = 0 = v{xi2 + X22)/K + asiruc3 . 
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Nulling the second derivative of the switching function yields the sin-

gular control 

= 
Kax2 sinx 3 

2 2 
,':Cl + X2 

( 4-20) 

Since the equations of motion are integrated in reverse time from the 

target set to yield the barrier trajectories, control at the final time 

is determined: 

= 0 
(4-21) 

= 

From these relationships it is seen that singular control at the target 

requires x 1f = 0, and simultaneous satisfaction of Eq . (4-18) then re-

sults in 

COSX3f = 1/a, (4-22) 

which states that evader singular control at the target is possible only 

for a> 1. The case for a> 1 will be discussed later in this section. 

The other information obtained from Eqs . (4-21) is that avf = 0. Thus, 

nonsingular control at the target must be found from avf: 

{ 
+1 for avf? 0 

vf = 
-1 for avf :s 0 . 

( 4-23) 

But since 
. 2µxlf withµ > 0, avf = 

{ 
+l for Xlf > 0 -

vf = 
-1 for Xlf < 0 . 

( 4-24) 
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It must be pointed out here that the equations developed thus 

far have not taken into account a maximum value for the pursuer's con-

rol u. The equations must be examined now in that light because the pur

suer's control is assumed to possess a maximum value for the model cho

sen. When the proportional navigation law calls for a \u\ > the 

state equations (4-10) must reflect use of i âx 
ar>d the following equa

tions must be used instead of their respective counterparts, Eqs. (4-10), 

(4-16), and (4-19): 

3! 3 - v - Wjû ŝ ign (ifcr) 

Aj = V\2 

2̂ = -A].U 
(4-25) 

A3 = -Aiacosa:3 + A2cxsircc3 

6y = Ai 

ay = UA2 . 

In this case, singular control for the evader is still not allowed at 

the final time for a < 1; for a > 1 the evader singular control v = 0 is 

possible. 

It is of interest at this point to compare one result of the 

proportional navigation guidance law with the game theory optimal pur

suer guidance policy on the barriers. Recall from Eqs. (4-3) that the 

pursuer's control switches sign at the dispersal curve and also on each 

side of the universal curve on the target surface; that is, for values 

of X3 ranging from 0 to 2n the pursuer's control takes on plus, zero, 

and minus values for each barrier, xj > 0 or a:j < 0. However, consider 

the line-of-sight rate at the target, obtained from Eqs. (4-9) and (4-18): 
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_XJL, 1 , »2 - 2003*3/ \ , 

7 /?e \ 1 - acosx^f J 

This quantity, for the case a < 1, can change sign for a given sign of 

a?i only at real points x3j- where the quantity in brackets is zero, that 

is, at 

a = cosx^j- ± (cos2;c3y. - 1)^ . (4-27) 

But this is possible only if x3jy = 0, for which the corresponding (posi

tive) value of a is a = 1. Therefore there is no change of sign of pur

suer control on a given barrier for the case a < 1, and the conclusion 

then is that for the regions of x^p where the game solution and the pro

portional navigation controls differ in sign, proportional navigation is 

telling the pursuer to turn the wrong way, leading to its ultimate poor 

performance in extensive regions of the state space. 

A set of parameter values for a specific case is now chosen. 

The proportional navigation constant K = 4 was taken as a representative 

number since most of the references mentioned earlier state a value of 3 

to 5 as being desirable. The values a = 0.5, 6 = 2.5, and Ra = 0.02 

were chosen, which allows direct comparison of proportional navigation 

with the game barrier solution of Vincent et al. (1972). 

Cross sections of the game barriers and proportional navigation 

controllable set boundaries at several values of x% are shown in Figs. 

4.4, (a) to (m). These figures are generated by a computer by output-

ting the cross section intersections with barrier trajectories, plotting 

the cross sections on a CALCOMP plotter. Owing to the symmetry of the 

game, the results for any 2u - £3 value are the same as the corresponding 
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a?3 value results if is substituted for that is, the two cases 

would be reflections of each other about the xz axis. In all cases 

shown, the inner cross section represents the boundary of the propor

tional navigation capture set and the outer cross section represents the 

barriers for the game, in which the pursuer is allowed the best possible 

admissible control. Figure (m) illustrates explicitly the relationship 

of the cross sections. These relationships are similar for the preced

ing figures. Proportional navigation is expected to have the greatest 

difficulty in the region where the pursuer optimal control is of the op

posite sign to the proportional navigation law. For the parameters cho

sen here, that region is for values less than approximately 60°. A 

sharp dropoff in the performance of proportional navigation in the cross 

sections for ar3 < 60° is clearly seen from the figures. Without apply

ing any sufficiency conditions it is evident that any substantial im

provement over the proportional navigation guidance law will reflect 

that control direction change in the proper region of the state space. 

Even for the cross sections for £3 > 60°, the proportional navi

gation result does not fill the game capture set. This is due to an ef

fective gain change in the proportional navigation law, which is seen 

from Eq. (4-9) to be approximately inversely proportional to the square 

of the range (distance between pursuer and evader). Thus, for smaller 

values of range the proportional navigation capture set coincides with 

the game results, but as range increases it diverges from the game 

barriers. 

The case for the speed ratio a = Sp/Se > 1 is now discussed. 

Cockayne (1967) proves in detail that, for the pursuer to capture the 
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evader in this game, it is necessary and sufficient that the pursuer both 

be faster and possess smaller minimum turn radius. Thus, for that case 

the entire state space is capturable (assuming no maximum time limit for 

the problem), and if there are any barriers generated by the necessary 

conditions, those barriers must end and not intersect. This indeed is 

the result, and the changes in the analysis for the pursuit-evasion game 

for a > 1 are presented below. 

First, with respect to the pursuer, note that all the transvers-

ality conditions are unchanged for a > 1, and thus ouf = 0. Therefore, 

terminal pursuer control is determined from buj> 

ouj> = ct(\ij?cosx3j? - X2fŝ -nx3f) (4-28) 

and from = 0 

= osiraif 
xij? 1 - acosas3p 

Substituting Eq. (4-29) into Eq. (4-28) yields 

/cosa;3f - a \ 
auf = 2paxlf(1 _ COSX3f) • (4-30) 

For a > 1, the sign of this quantity is governed by the sign of Xif and 

the relationship of acosa^y to 1. Equality of acoscc3y = 1 gives an un

defined point for auf and further investigation is warranted: 

Hp = 0 = a?2y(l - acosx̂ j?) - xî asinx̂ ĵ  

xijy = 0 or sin3y = 0 (4-31) 

for acosa^y = 1. 

But sinx-^f = 0 only for x^f = 0, and this is inconsistent with C0SX3y = 
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1/a for a > 1. Therefore, xif = 0 for acosx^f = 1, and thus X2f - -Re 

Substituting these results into Eq. (4-28) gives, for cosx^f = 1/a, 

ouf = -2]iax2fsir\x2f, (4-32) 

and thus terminal pursuer control is defined at the point in question. 

Note that there is no longer a distinction between "left" and "right" 

barriers as in the a < 1 case because the point = 0 is a legitimate 

point on either barrier, depending on x%j>. The barriers for this case 

are called "barrier 1" and "barrier 2" and the locus of each of their 

intersections with the terminal surface becomes a helical curve encir

cling the target cylinder once every 360° along x%. Define X3* as the 

angle between 0 and tt/2 for which cosa;3* = 1/a. Then Fig. 4.5 illus

trates the location of the barrier 1 helix for varying The inter-' 

section of barrier 2 will be always diametrically opposite the intersec

tion of barrier 1 on the target surface for any In summary for the 

pursuer so far: 

Barrier 1: < 0 always, #>«/•= -<5 
(4-33) 

Barrier 2: buf > 0 always, ̂  - +6 . 

Now consider the evader control. Since ayj? is still zero, exam

ine to determine 

&vf = "X1 / = ~2\ixif, y > 0. (4-34) 

Whenever = 0, = ±i?e. But from H(tj>) = 0 this is the same set of 

0:3* and 277 -^3* points on the barriers considered above. To examine the 

possibility of evader singular control at such points, a further 
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necessary condition (Kelley, 1964) is applied: 

3 •• 
(°y) ^ 0 (since v is the maximizing control) 

» -A2 > 0 

xZf = -RC' (4-35) 

Now, at X2 = +Rc> both v = +1 and v = -1 satisfy the necessary conditions, 

and dispersal arc is indicated for either barrier at this value of 

Thus, evader control is completely specified at the final time tj>. The 

important result so far for a > 1 is that, on a given barrier, the pur

suer's control remains constant while the evader's control is character

ized by both a singular arc and a dispersal arc. This is just the oppo

site of the game analysis results for a < 1, where it was the pursuer's 

control that obeyed a complicated rule along each barrier. 

Since the purpose here is to compare the game barrier solution 

with that of proportional navigation, the pertinent features of that 

analysis are now presented. Note from Eqs. (4-21) and (4-34) that oyj? 

and ovj> are identical to their game counterparts. For a > 1 there is 

the same possibility of singular evader control, and indeed the same re

sults follow as for the game: There are correspondingly located evader 

switching and dispersal curve intersections at the target surface. The 

pursuer's final line-of-sight rate is given by Eq. (4-26). Note that 

for a > 1 it is of one sign for a given side of the target surface, and 

its sign corresponds correctly therefore with a pursuer game barrier 

control everywhere along the target surface. There is no discrepancy 

between the guidance law and game control as previously existed when the 

pursuer had the lower speed. Furthermore, this particular result is in

dependent of which player has the turning rate advantage. 
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Consider the final pursuer control using proportional 

navigation: 

\uf\ - \Kaf\ . (4.36) 

The minimum value this function assumes at the target surface occurs at 

= 0. That value, for a = 2 and Ra = 0.02, is 200, so for umax on 

the order of 2.5, saturation of pursuer control is assured at tj>. Fur

thermore, this saturation continues for a substantial region about the 

target. Thus the results of proportional navigation and the game bar

rier solution are identical for substantial portions of the barriers. 

This has been verified by actual computation of these barriers. 

4.3 Generation of a Suitable V Function 

This section shows how the procedure developed in Chapter 3 may 

be applied to the pursuer's capture set for a < 1 to generate a V func

tion satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.2. 

First, 48 cross sections of the capture set are generated, each 

separated by tt/24 radians in £3. Next, polynomials p(xi,x2,&(x3)) are 

generated by applying the main requirement (3-6) to each cross section. 

Then the normalizing relation (3-12) is applied to each cross section so 

that the maximum-valued V(x) curve in each envelope is V(x) = 1, result

ing in one ^(^3) value for each cross section. In this manner the com

plete set of g's is obtained for each cross section. 

Since the capture set boundaries are not simple surfaces and the 

derivative of the V(x) function is required, a 10-term polynomial in rci 

and X2 is necessary for a suitable fit to the resulting F-function enve

lope. For each cross section a set of up to 40 points is chosen for 
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this fit, and the main requirement is enforced at these points in a 

least squares fashion. That is, the parameters g are chosen to minimize 

the sum of the squares of the errors between the two sides of Eq. (3-6): 

mj!$n 1 CP+ 2(0p(aO)^]2 , (4-37) 

where the summation is taken over all the sample points. 

It is well known that in curve fitting by the least squares 

method the process may become difficult numerically, particularly if a 

high-degree polynomial is required to fit the data accurately (Clenshaw, 

1960). The difficulty arises because the polynomial coefficients must 

be determined by the simultaneous solution of a set of equations which 

becomes quite ill conditioned as the number of coefficients increases. 

This difficulty may be overcome by employing orthogonal polynomials. The 

advantage of orthogonal polynomials over, for instance, a standard power 

series, is that each coefficient is generated independently, and thus 

additional terms may be added without affecting the values of any previ

ously determined coefficients. 

In fitting a surface to a set of points, as is required here, 

the multiple variable orthogonal polynomials of Weisfeld (1959) are em

ployed. Those polynomials are produced in groups. The first group con

sists of one arbitrary initial polynomial that here is taken to be unity 

everywhere. The second group consists of polynomials containing terms 

of the first degree in the independent variables. The third group con

tains terms of the second degree, and so on. For the two independent 

variables and X2, and writing the first polynomial as 

^ootei,^) = 1> (4-38) 
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the two polynomials in the second group become 

t|>lo(tfl»®2) = tfl^OO - a^o^OO 
(4-39) 

^01(^1^2) = *2^00 " "o 1^10 " a01^00 > 

where the a's are chosen so that the polynomials are orthogonal, that 

is, chosen to enforce 

i ip10(x1,x2)ipoo(xi>x2) = °> (4-40) 
all points 

from which there results 

00 
a 1 0  

I ̂ l^O"2 0 

I ̂ 0 0 

2 
I ®2*00 

a00 =  (4-41) 

I  too 2  

I ̂ 2^00^10 

I <b~2 
«S? = 

' 1 0  

where the sums are over all the data points. The three polynomials of 

the third group become 

<1*20 = l̂̂ lO ~ ctZÔ Ol - "20̂ 10 _ "20̂ 00 

1 1 2 0. 01. ^0) 00, f a a *y\ 
^11 = ^2^10 - otll'p20 ~ «11^01 - "ll^lo ~ «11^00 (4-42) 

^02 = ®2^01 " "02^11 " "02^20 " "02^01 " "0^10 " "8^00 

where again the a's are chosen to make the set of polynomials orthogo

nal. Thus 1^20 introduces the new term x\^-, t|>n the term X\x2, and ipQ2 

the term xi2-. Additional groups in higher-order terms of and x2 are 

similarly generated as required, with each polynomial involving a linear 
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combination of previous polynomials in its own group and the previous 

two groups. Wcisfeld (1959) gives the complete details of the proper 

recursion relations for generating the polynomials. 

The known quantity, the right-hand side of Eq. (3-6), is then 

expressed as 

p{x i,x2) = - ̂ 0 p(xi,x2) = I arsiprs (x1,x2), (4-43) 
r,s 

where, making use of the orthogonality of the polynomials, 

ars = £ , (4-44) 

I ̂ rs2 

where these two sums are taken over all the data points. The expression 

for p(xi,a?2) is then the least squares fit to the given values of 

-/0p(a?), and the result is a set of a's and a's for each value of a?3. 

Once the orthogonal polynomials are generated, the V function is 

known and it may be differentiated to find for the given problem. 

To avoid differentiation in x^ of all the a's generated as well as all 

the a's, the orthogonal polynomials, once generated, are transformed 

back to a standard power series, which is readily differentiated analyt

ically in and x2> and numerically in #3. The form of the power se

ries chosen is 

p(x i,iC2,$) = 3l + 32^1 + &3#2 + &hxl2 + 35^1^2 + $6X22 

+ • • • + 3IO£C23- (4-45) 

The capture set boundaries are judged adequately matched by a 

10-term orthogonal polynomial, corresponding to 10 terms in the power 

series for p(xi,x2,&), and including up through the third power in ajj 
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and &*2- That is, no further improvement in the numerical matching equa

tion (4-43) results when higher-order polynomials are employed. The 

economy of the power series is now apparent, as the calculation of VV 

requires only 10 numerical differentiations of the B's whereas the or

thogonal series would require differentiation of 10 ars's and 41 a's. 

The set of B's for all of the cross sections combined with the 

form of the power series chosen completes the specification of the V  

function. Two of the resulting envelope cross sections, with some of 

the curves of constant V{x), are presented in Fig. 4.6. 

V =  0 . 6  

V = 0.4 

V  =  o . o  

V  = 0.6 

V  = 0.2 

(a) a3 = 0° (b) #3 = 90° 

Fig. 4.6. Curves of V(a:) = Constant for Two Cases. 
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To find a control u that satisfies condition (iii) of Theorem 

2.2, the gradient of the V function obtained above must be calculated. 

Owing to the way in which the V function was generated (that is, explic

itly in Xi and x2 but leaving the polynomial coefficients as implicit 

functions of £3), the differentiations for finding V7 must be performed 

numerically with respect to #3. The expression for V7(;c) is obtained 

from Eq. (3-8): 

vnrr~\ - 2r(x)Vr(x)V2(x) + (r (a;) Vp(ce) + p(x) Vr(x)) 7(a;) + VQp(x) 
\ v\X) - — ——— • 

2r2 (x) V(a;) + 

(4-46) 

where F(.x) is obtained from Eq. (3-11) using the polynomial coefficients 

as found in Section 4.3. 

The derivative d&^/dxs, % referring to the ith term in the power 

series for p(x) and ^(a^), was approximated using the five-point para

bolic smoothing formula 

/83£\(/C) _ -2 k̂~2) -

^ 3a?3 ' 10Ax3W 
(4-47) 

where the (•) superscripts refer to values of at the designated cross 

sections and hx3^) is the spacing of the cross sections in £3. 

A suitable V function satisfying the requirements of Theorem 2.2 

has now been generated. In addition, the derivative VV has been obtained, 

4.4 Guidance Law Synthesis 

The synthesis problem is to find a u(x1,^2,^3) such that 

W^f(x,u,v) < 0 independently of v everywhere inside the capture set. 

The expression W^f(x,u,v) may now be calculated. If the vector VV is 
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represented as 

V7(x) = 

r 971 V\ 9a? 1 V\ 

97 
Bx2 

V2 

97 "1 _ 9k3 . "1 

(4-48) 

then W^f becomes 

WTf = yiasinx3 + y2(acosa;3 - 1) + vav - uau, (4-49) 

where ay = v\x2 - v2x\ +and au = v3. The subscripted y's are elements 

of V7 and the nonsubscripted v refers to the evader's control. 

The particular form of W^f for this example makes it a simple 

task to choose the proper u and v to test condition (iii) of Theorem 2.2. 

The control u is chosen by examining its switching function au and the 

control v by examining oy: 

u(.xi,xz,x3) = Kmaxsign(au(a:1,X2)a;3)) 

V(xi,x2,x3') = sign (ay(a?i ,#2 >^3)) • 

(4-50) 

(4-51) 

Sufficiency is proved if these controls render negative 

within the V-function envelope. Owing to the discrete nature of the 

data, this step is necessarily compromised and a finite set of points is 

chosen for testing The set of test points for each cross section 

consists of a grid of 50 points spaced equally across the cross section 

on lines connecting points on each side of the cross section. For all 

points tested (between 500 and 2000 points per cross section), the 
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condition W^f < 0 is found to hold. This does not really constitute a 

proof of sufficiency, but it lends a high degree of confidence that not 

only has a suitable V(x~) function been obtained but also the entire in

terior of the region bounded by the barriers (satisfying only local nec

essary conditions) constitutes a capture set. 

Equation (4-50) represents a statement of a strategy for the 

pursuer, and Eq. (4-51) represents a statement of a strategy for the 

evader. Assuming the states X2> and £3 are available to the pursuer 

and evader for use in control, the problem of strategy synthesis is 

solved at this point. 

The pursuer and evader controls that result from the strategies 

(4-50) and (4-51) are shown for several cross sections of the capture 

set in Fig. 4.7, (a) to (m). Each cross section has, in general, two 

switching curves, one for the evader and one for the pursuer. These 

switching curves coincide on the x2 axis for x$ ~ 0° and 180°. In all 

cases, evader control inside the capture set near the barrier corresponds 

to barrier evader control. The pursuer control inside the capture set 

near the barriers corresponds to pursuer barrier control for the right 

barrier, including the switch in pursuer control at the dispersal arc. 

However, near the left barrier there are regions where pursuer control 

resulting from application of the playability sufficiency theorem differs 

from the pursuer's barrier control. This is correct, and is explained 

by contrasting the roles of the singular arc and the dispersal arc on 

the barriers. 

Remember that barrier controls are chosen to keep the system 

trajectories on the barrier. On neither side of the dispersal arc on 
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the barrier is there a choice for the pursuer's control: If he chooses 

the wrong control, the system path immediately leaves the barrier toward 

the outside of the capture set and there is no further chance of attain

ing the target set. Near the singular arc, however, this is not neces

sarily the case: Choosing a pursuer's control that is not that of the 

nearby barrier paths can cause the system trajectory to enter the inte

rior of the capture set, which is exactly the object of the strategy 

synthesis ideas of Section 3.4. The pursuer's strategy of Eq. (4-50) 

does choose to cause the system trajectory to enter the capture set if 

possible, and thus it is a proper and desirable strategy. 

The evader is distinctly at the disadvantage inside the pursuer's 

capture set. The absolute best he can do is agree with barrier control 

near the capture set boundaries; any other choice only hastens his de

mise, allowing the system trajectory to penetrate even deeper inside the 

capture set and attain the target set more directly than if the best 

evasive control is chosen. 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter has presented in detail the synthesis of game strat

egies for both pursuer and evader, using the results of Chapters 2 and 3. 

The game studied is the "game of two cars" introduced by Isaacs (1965, 

p. 237), which consists of a pursuer and an evader moving in a plane 

with fixed speeds, each having his own respective maximum turning rate. 

Until now, the only results available for this game were the barrier con

trol sequences and trajectory solutions published by Vincent et al. 

(1972) and the minimum time-to-target surfaces on the inside of the 



capture set given by Meier (1969). For certain parameter values, the 

game barriers intersect and define a candidate for a capture set that is 

not the entire state space. The parameters for the case studied in this 

chapter correspond to a pursuer that is slower than the evader but that 

may turn more sharply than the evader. The first result is the compari

son of the game barrier solutions to the controllability boundaries of 

the popular guidance law, proportional navigation. That guidance law 

has been shown to be a game saddle point under certain restrictions if 

the equations of motion are linearized and the cost function is minimum 

range between pursuer and evader. It is seen in this chapter that pro

portional navigation guidance has two deficiencies when compared to op

timal performance if the pursuer is moving slower than the evader: First, 

the navigation constant usually used is too low by at least an order of 

magnitude (it is required to be that low owing to internal stability con

siderations); second, no matter what the navigation constant, there are 

some relative heading angles at which the proportional navigation control 

is of the wrong sign (a result of its derivation based on linearized 

equations of motion). These two deficiencies point up the potential of 

a different game strategy for the pursuer; a significant performance im

provement in terms of capture set size is possible. 

The methods of Chapter 3 are applied to generate a V(cc) function 

that satisfies the first three conditions of a Sufficiency Theorem. Be

cause the capture set boundary is a complex three-dimensional surface, 

orthogonal polynomials in multiple independent variables were introduced 

to the V(x) generation procedure to ease the burden of fitting the V[x) 

envelope to the capture set boundary. 



Once V(x) is found, the quantity W^f(_x,u,V) is calculated and 

the final condition of Theorem 2.2 is tested on a fine grid of test 

points throughout the capture set, and found to hold. The form of Ŵ f 

for this problem yields directly the strategies for both pursuer and 

evader. Both strategies require only that the state of the system be 

available for implementation. Thus the pursuer's performance improve

ment of matching the game capture set is bought at the cost of having to 

know the entire state of the system rather than just line-of-sight rate, 

as is required by the poorer-performing proportional navigation law. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter summarizes the results of this investigation and 

presents some conclusions and suggestions for further work. Comments on 

applicability and some of the limitations of the sufficiency approach as 

presented in this dissertation are included. 

5.1 Summary 

Chapter 2 develops the main sufficiency results, which are em

ployed throughout the rest of the dissertation. It is assumed that the 

boundary of the controllable set is smooth and has nonzero gradient 

everywhere. Then the concept of such a smooth boundary being an envelope 

of a set of single-parameter surfaces in the state space is developed. 

These single-parameter surfaces are employed as the basis for the V func

tion of Theorem 2.1, a Controllability Sufficiency Theorem, where the 

parameter is the value of V(x) for any particular point. 

The sufficiency test is applied in a point-wise fashion, and 

therefore no system trajectories need be generated inside the controlla

ble set. This is important because generation of any system trajectory 

would require specification of a particular control vector in advance of 

application of the sufficiency test. Finally the concepts are extended 

to the two-person single-target game where one player employs a control 

to reach the target and the other player employs his control to try to 

prevent attainment of the target set. A capture set is defined, and the 
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definition leads directly to the statement and proof of Theorem 2.2, a 

Playability Sufficiency Theorem. 

The philosophy of the approach to control synthesis and strategy 

synthesis in this dissertation is based on a priori specification of the 

controllable set or capture set boundaries, independent generation of a 

suitable V function, and finally application of the appropriate suffi

ciency theorem requirement within the region „of interest. Chapter 3 sug

gests a procedure for generating a V function that may satisfy the re

quirements of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The form of the assumed equation 

for V(x) in that procedure, and the process of matching the envelope to 

the controllable set or capture set boundary using only sufficiency con

ditions, together indicate that the resulting V(x) function may not be 

suitable for a given problem. However, in the examples presented in this 

dissertation the method was successful. 

In some cases, such as in the example of Chapter 4, the applica

tion of the third requirement of Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.2 to the V(x) 

resulting from the procedure of Chapter 3 may yield directly a suitable 

control law or strategy. In addition it is also possible, as shown in 

the example of Section 3.3, to apply the geometric criteria of Sections 

3.2 and 3.4 to obtain a variety of closed-loop controls. These criteria 

are felt to be most successful when the boundary control may be matched 

exactly by a candidate control function. 

Chapter 4 presents an example of the application of results from 

Chapters 2 and 3 to a pursuit-evasion differential game, the well known 

"game of two cars." Many facets of this example are examined. First, 

it is assumed that the pursuer employs the popular proportional navigation 
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law while the evader is allowed to evade optimally. The capture set 

boundaries for proportional navigation versus the optimal evader are 

compared to the game barriers, and it is seen that for the case of a 

slower pursuer than evader, proportional navigation's results range from 

mildly lacking to seriously deficient. For some relative heading angles 

the proportional navigation law actually calls for a control of the 

wrong sign. On the other hand, for the case of a pursuer faster than 

the evader, it is shown that proportional navigation is a satisfactory 

guidance strategy for a large portion of the state space. 

Treating the case of the slower pursuer in seeking a better 

guidance strategy, the procedure of Chapter 3 is then employed to gener

ate a V{x) function whose envelope matches the game barriers. It is 

seen that the barriers are sufficiently smooth and of such topology that 

the procedure of Chapter 3 is successful in generating a satisfactory 

V(x) function. Then the proper condition of the Playability Sufficiency 

Theorem is applied to In this example, that condition di

rectly yields strategies for both pursuer and evader. The function 

envelope matches the game capture set boundary so well that a plot of 

the capture set resulting from the derived strategies coincides every

where with the game capture set. Thus is demonstrated a strategy syn

thesis, for this game and for these parameters, that requires the entire 

state vector. That is the price paid for achieving much better perform

ance than proportional navigation, which does not require measurement of 

the entire state vector for its implementation. 
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5.2 Conclusions 

It is clear from the example in Chapter 4 that the sufficiency 

conditions developed in this dissertation may be successfully employed 

in strategy synthesis. Furthermore, no a priori optimal control problem 

solution is required for either the sufficiency test or the strategy 

synthesis. Finally, the criterion suggested for obtaining the strate

gies is attractive from an engineering standpoint, in that it minimizes 

effects of small errors that might occur in actual implementation of 

those strategies. 

The primary motive for the entire investigation was guidance law 

design for an imaginary short-range, high-performance, air-to-air combat 

missile. This missile should have the capability of being launched in 

what is known as the off-boresight mode, in which the initial missile 

velocity vector is not pointed toward the target. Thus the assumptions 

under which the proportional navigation guidance law was derived are im

mediately violated. How much off-boresight angle is allowed without 

seriously affecting performance is documented in Chapter 4. 

It is well known that a sharp maneuver after launch causes the 

missile to slow down, so the missile could very easily find itself in 

the situation of having a lower speed than its evading target. It is 

found that the combination of off-boresight and low airspeed can lead to 

failure to intercept the target if only proportional navigation guidance 

is employed. It is seen in Chapter 4 that, to overcome this deficiency 

of proportional navigation, information must be known about the relative 

heading angle between pursuing missile and evading target. This is cru

cial because of the presence of the pursuer switching curve on the 
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boundary of the capture set. It can be concluded that a large amount of 

useful information was obtained about the missile guidance problem from 

this research. 

There are several deficienci es and weaknesses in the results of 

Chapters 2 and 3. For some sets of parameters, the capture set boundary 

contains corners and thus is not smooth. In those cases the procedure 

. of Chapter 3 has failed to generate an entirely satisfactory V(x) func

tion, even when a very high order polynomial was used for the envelope 

fit. This is due to two factors: The derivation of Chapter 3 is based 

on a smooth envelope, and the form of the equation for V(x) is chosen 

quite arbitrarily. 

Only sufficiency is determined. Thus a controllable set or cap

ture set so found may not be the largest one possible. However, employ

ment of necessary conditions to obtain the boundary contributes a degree 

of confidence for many problems that this is indeed the case. 

The potentially most severe limitation on the application of the 

sufficiency theorems of this dissertation is the problem of dimensional

ity. If the number of dimensions of the state space increases by even 

one, the test for sufficiency becomes very much more difficult. If the 

strategy synthesis is performed numerically by computer, the problem can 

soon get out of hand in terms of memory size and execution time required. 

In perspective, however, dimensionality is a problem shared by many meth

ods, including Lyapunov theory and dynamic programming, and useful re

sults are still obtained. 
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5.3 Suggestions for Further Research 

Those who are more mathematically oriented may wish to extend 

the sufficiency results to a more general metric space. 

This author considers the most fruitful area for extension to be 

to the cases where the capture set boundary is not everywhere smooth. 

The way to do this would probably involve partitioning the capture set 

and matching V(x) functions in some sense at the partition boundaries. 

The matching would probably require continuity of V(x~) but not continu

ity of its derivative at the partition boundaries. This seems easy 

enough to do in two dimensions, but the higher-dimensional cases, where 

the partition boundaries are surfaces, may lead to a complicated method 

for generating the proper V(x) functions. 

Converses to the theorems would lead directly to strategies for 

such useful problems as collision-avoidance and goal-tending games. 

Specifically, it would be of use in some cases to know a strategy that 

would ensure avoidance of some given target set no matter what the oppo

nent does. 

As far as the specific motivating example goes (the missile guid

ance problem), extension to include the pursuer's speed changes during 

maneuvers would shed more light on the proper guidance law to use for 

off-boresight launching, since after the initial hard turn maneuver such 

a missile would accelerate rapidly and gain the speed advantage. This 

extension to a variable-speed case would mean a tremendous increase in 

complexity because of the increase in dimensionality of the system. 



LIST OF SYMBOLS 

= equals 

= is identical to 

= is approximately equal to 

f does not equal 

< (>) is less (greater) than 

< (>) is less (greater) than or equal to 

->• converges to 

0 is an element of 

is not an element of 

e1 class of continuously differentiable functions 

x =(#»•••» state vector (column matrix) E- En 

X an open subset (or all) of En 

C is a subset or all of 

x time derivative of x 

<7(*): En-±E^ function g(m) with domain En and range E1 

<t>(t;xo) solution to the state equations, with specified u 
(and y), going through state xo and observed at time t 

0 the target set: 0 = {a;: 0(a;) < 0} 

0(») the mathematical expression for the target surface but a 
value of 0(#) not implied 

30 boundary of the target set: 80 = {a;: 0(.r) =0} 

C a controllable set 

O 
C interior of a controllable set 

3C boundary of a controll<ible set 
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Cp a capture set 

o 
Cp interior of a capture set 

dCp boundary of a capture set 

Vg(x) = {ig{_x)fdxi, •••, ̂g(x)/dxn)T column matrix representa
tion of the gradient of the function g(•): En-+E^ at x 

a function y(*): X + E1 satisfying the requirements of 
Theorem 2.1 or 2.2 

Vjj (•) a Lyapunov function 

t,\ time 

u = (uj, • • • , control vector E Em 

v =  [ V \ ,  • • • ,  vv)T control vector 0 Er 

«*(•) a time-optimal control vector function u(') : E1 -+E1 

x̂ ,x}),x' vectors 

£_ scalar 

fl,fz scalars 

a,a,e,u,v,6,p positive numbers 

^ = C^i> "'> adjoint vector 0 En 

>•>•>*) the Hamiltonian function of optimal control theory 
#(•): XxXxEmxE1̂ E1 

R0 radius of a circular or cylindrical target set 

</e,Jp players in the two-person game 

0e,0p target sets of Je and Jp, respectively 

V for all 

8(0 = (Bi, •••, 3b)2, a parameter vector 8(0= X-±EB 

element of 8 

Y = (Yl» "" " > Yq)^ a paremeter vector 0 2?^ 

ir pi = 3.14159.. . 
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a bearing angle of the line of sight between pursuer and 
evader, measured with respect to a fixed coordinate 
system 

or time derivative of a 

£ bearing angle of the pursuer's velocity vector, measured 
with respect to a fixed coordinate system 

K proportional navigation constant 

oj bearing angle of line of sight measured between pursuer's 
velocity vector and evader 

°u C°y) pursuer's (evader's) control switching function 

us (vs) pursuer's (evader's) singular control 

uf pursuer's (evader's) control at the target set surface 

aj> value of line-of-sight rate at target set surface 

'IVst*'*) member of a set of two-independent-variable orthogonal 
polynomials X*X->*E' 

vltv2,v3 elements of the gradient vector Vy(») 

value of the element £ of parameter vector g at the kth 
value of a set of discrete independent variable values 
at which 3 is tabulated 

spacing between values of the discrete independent vari
able at the kth. value of a given set of those values 
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